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Abstract

We discuss the impact of density functional electronic structure calculations for understanding the organometallic chemistry of

transition metal (TM) surface complexes and clusters. Examples will cover three types of systems, mainly of interest in the context of

heterogeneous catalysis: (i) supported carbonyl complexes of rhenium on MgO and of rhodium in zeolites, (ii) TM clusters with CO

ligands and adsorbates, and (iii) metal clusters exhibiting chemical bonds with atomic carbon. The first group of case studies pro-

motes the concept that surface groups of oxide supports are bonded to TM complexes in the same way as common (poly-dentate)

ligands are bonded in coordination compounds. The second group of examples demonstrates various ‘‘ligand effects’’ of TM clus-

ters. Finally, we illustrate how carbido centers stabilize TM clusters and modify the propensity for adsorption at the surface of such

clusters.

� 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

High-level quantum chemistry calculations of organ-

ometallic complexes, mainly based on density functional

(DF) methods [1–3], turned out to be an inherent part of
the research in organometallic chemistry since more

than a decade [4–6]. Considerable interest in organome-

tallic compounds derives from their relevance to homo-

geneous catalysis. Recent striking developments in

both computer hardware and software for electronic

structure calculations made it possible to expand nota-

bly the scope of theoretical applications beyond classical

organometallic compounds and reactions. For instance,
significantly more complicated systems featuring metal–
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carbon bonds, such as organometallic species anchored

on various supports and nanosize metal clusters either

with organometallic ligands or containing interstitial/ad-

sorbed carbon atoms or both, are becoming more rou-

tinely accessible to first-principles theoretical studies
performed with adequate models. The systems just men-

tioned are of importance for heterogeneous catalysis.

Thus, while the role of quantum chemistry methods

by now is well established in the theory of organometal-

lic chemistry pertinent to homogeneous catalysis [7], we

would like to illustrate new research opportunities that

today are offered by electronic structure calculations

on organometallic aspects of heterogenous catalysis.
We will do so by highlighting certain issues of transition

metal (TM) clusters and surface complexes rather than

attempting a comprehensive account of this multifarious

and rapidly developing field. The interested reader can

find a broader coverage of some pertinent issues in
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recent review articles [8–11]. Here, we will focus on con-

ceptually important results that contributed to moving

the frontier and making a lasting change. In this spirit,

we selected the three groups of representative case stud-

ies, both very recent ones and older works that pio-

neered computational chemistry in this area.
The first group (Section 2) includes supported carbo-

nyl complexes of rhenium on magnesium oxide [12] and

those of rhodium encapsulated in zeolite cavities [13,14].

These investigations illustrate how high-level quantum

chemistry calculations, in combination with spectro-

scopic methods, enable one to determine structure and

location of organometallic complexes anchored at oxide

supports. Furthermore, these works substantiated the
concept that an adsorption site, consisting of surface

groups of an oxide supports, binds to a TM complex

in essentially the same way as common multi-dentate lig-

ands are bonded in coordination compounds.

The second group of examples (Section 3) focuses

on TM clusters with CO ligands and adsorbates. An

important conceptual aspect is how a non-zero mag-

netic moment of some bare metal clusters is affected
by the presence of ligands [15,16]. Another issue of

significant practical importance is whether the vibra-

tional fingerprint of probe CO molecules adsorbed

on very small supported metal particles correlates with

the charge state of these particles [17,18]. CO probes

adsorbed on nanosize clusters also illustrate the advan-

tages of recently suggested three-dimensional models

of metal surfaces and supported catalysts. These new
types of metal cluster models allow one to reproduce

reliably a wide range adsorption parameters, including

the very sensitive adsorption energy [19–21]. At the

same time, these nanosized metal clusters permit one

to clarify the conceptually important issue how differ-

ent ligand–metal bonding in metal clusters differs from

molecular adsorption at metal surfaces and for which

sizes of metal particles these differences may became
negligible.

Finally, with the third group of examples (Section 4),

we discuss complications in the structure and properties

of metal clusters which are introduced by bonds formed

with atomic carbon, either as species occupying intersti-

tial positions between metal centers [22,23] or as ad-

sorbed surface/subsurface impurity [24]. In particular,

we will demonstrate very recent progress in outlining
how carbon impurities affect the stability of clusters

and how they modify the propensity of clusters to ad-

sorb molecules or interact with a support.

Most of the computational studies discussed in the

following were performed with the LCGTO-FF-DF (lin-

ear combination of Gaussian-type orbitals fitting-func-

tion density functional) method [2] as implemented in

the parallel computer code PARAARAGAUSSAUSS [25,26]. Extend-
ed systems were represented throughout by cluster

models [27]. Unless specified otherwise, the exchange-
correlation (XC) functionals VWN [28] and BP86

[29,30] were used to carry out DF calculations in the

local-density (LDA) and generalized-gradient (GGA)

approximations, respectively. Relativistic effects in

systems containing atoms of 4d and 5d elements were

accounted for at the scalar relativistic level [31].
2. Supported metal–carbonyl complexes

2.1. Re(CO)3 species on MgO Surface

Supported organometallic species are invaluable for

industrial catalysis [32]. However, only very few of them
usually form structurally uniform surface complexes and

therefore their unequivocal characterization at the

atomic level is notably impeded.

Rhenium subcarbonyls on MgO are among the best-

studied organometallic complexes on oxides [33,34]. Ex-

tended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) [33]

and infrared (IR) spectroscopy [34] data demonstrated

that the decomposition of carbonyl precursors on
MgO powder results in fragments, assigned as

ReðCOÞnþ3 , which are coordinated to the surface. Struc-

tural models of the supported complexes have been put

forward that represent various degrees of surface hy-

droxylation, ranging from Re(CO)3{OMg}3, where the

metal moiety interacts with three oxygen anions of

MgO, to Re(CO)3{HOMg}3, where the fragment inter-

acts with three surface hydroxyl groups of MgO
[33,34]. From the positions of the IR bands in the funda-

mental carbonyl region, the average number of surface

oxide and hydroxide moieties coordinated to a Re atom

of the supported complexes was estimated [34]. Based on

vibrational spectroscopy fingerprints, two limiting com-

plexes were assigned to C3v symmetry [34], implying a

surface site with three oxygen atoms involved. No fur-

ther structural insight could be obtained solely based
on the spectroscopic data.

A DF GGA investigation was decisive for determin-

ing the structure of these adsorbed species [12]. At the

same time, this study was one of the first to assess

quantitatively structure and bonding parameters of

oxide-supported organometallic species at a reliable

computational level. The spectroscopic results suggested

that supported Re(CO)3/MgO complexes were located
at cationic defects (Vs centers, i.e. Mg vacancies), but

the oxidation state of the metal center as well as of the

defect site were unknown as was the local degree of hy-

droxylation. Therefore, a range of models was examined

in that study [12]: moieties Re(CO)3 of Re(0) and

ReðCOÞþ3 of Re(I) on neutral and charged cationic

defects Vs; V�
s and V2�

s centers of dehydroxylated as

well as hydrohylated corner sites of MgO surface. Fig. 1
shows sketches of the models and summarizes the main

computational results.



Fig. 1. Sketches of adsorption complexes of rhenium tricarbonyl

species on (a) dehydroxylated Re(CO)3{OMg}3 and (b) hydroxylated

Re(CO)3{HOMg}3 cationic defects at corner sites of MgO. Also shown

are calculated and experimental Re–Osurf distances, C–O vibrational

frequency shifts Dx with respect to free molecules, and adsorption

energies Eb per Re–Osurf bond.
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It was found that the structures of the supported

complexes Re(CO)3{OMg}3 and Re(CO)3{HOMg}3,

proposed on the basis of spectroscopic results, indeed

correspond to stable configurations of the investigated

cluster models. The computed geometric and vibrational

spectroscopy parameters of the dehydroxylated com-

plexes ReðIÞðCOÞ3=V
�
s and Re(0)(CO)3/Vs (Dx(CO) =

�93 cm�1) as well as of the hydroxylated complex
Re(I)(CO)3/Vs(OH) (Dx(CO) = �123 cm�1) have been

obtained in qualitative agreement with experiment

(�107 and �129 cm�1, respectively), thus complement-

ing available experimental information and validating

the structural models.

Furthermore, the assumption that the adsorbate–sub-

strate interactions weakened with increasing surface hy-
droxylation, inferred from the IR C–O frequency shift

[34], was corroborated and rendered more precise by cal-

culated adsorption energies. In fact, surface hydroxyla-

tion was found to reduce dramatically the adsorption

energy (per Re–Osurf bond) from 339 to 65 kJ mol�1.

This finding implies possibilities for tuning adsorptive
and catalytic properties of supported organometallic

species by modifying the surface stoichiometry even of

such an inert oxide support as MgO.

Another very noteworthy computational result is that

the Re–Osurf bonds of supported complexes Re(CO)3-

{OMg}3 on Vs and V�
s defects are really similar in

nature and strength (260–340 kJ mol�1) to common co-

ordination bonds. Even stronger adsorption interactions
of various mononuclear subcarbonyl products of decar-

baonlyated Re2(CO)10 on c-alumina (basically restricted

to only one Re–Osurf bond formed) have been found in a

nonrelativistic DF study [35] employing the hybrid XC

functional B3PW91. These observations justify the con-

cept of surface sites acting as (poly-dentate) ligands

which are able to anchor organometallic fragments to

supports.

2.2. Mononuclear Rh carbonyl species in zeolite cavities

The well-defined crystalline structure of zeolites pro-

vides an opportunity for much more ordered and uni-

form location of transition metal species and

complexes compared to the metal oxide or silica support

surface [36]. However, location and structure of such ad-
sorption complexes cannot be determined based on the

available experimental techniques alone and high-level

quantum chemical calculations contribute crucially to

validate such knowledge. We illustrate a combination

approach, relying on spectroscopic and computational

information, for the example of cationic rhodium dicar-

bonyl complex embedded in the cavities of dealuminated

Y zeolite (DAY) [13]. This type of materials features two
very sharp IR bands of CO symmetric and antisymmet-

ric modes that confirms the formation of dicarbonyls

and implies uniform location and structure of

RhðCOÞþ2 species in zeolite [37]. The EXAFS measure-

ments verify that the observed species are mononuclear

rhodium complexes and they provide a reference for

bonding distances and the number of oxygen atoms

bound to a rhodium cation. Yet, EXAFS data cannot
directly determine the location of the complex in zeolite

cavities; in fact, the obtained spectra could be rational-

ized with three different models corresponding to differ-

ent numbers of O ligands from the zeolite. However, the

complex was identified with the help of a series of DF

model calculations that checked which of the suggested

adsorption complexes inside zeolite fits best the experi-

mental characteristics obtained by EXAFS and IR
spectroscopy. The computationally derived structure is

planar with a rhodium cation bound to two zeolite
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oxygen centers and both CO ligands oriented along the

continuation of Rh–Ozeo bonds (Fig. 2(a)); Fig. 2(b)

shows how the species are located in the supercage of

DAY zeolite. The correspondence between EXAFS de-

rived and DF calculated bond distances is very good

[13]; values differs at most by 4 pm for the nearest neigh-
bors and by 7 pm for the next-nearest neighbors. The

difference in the infrared CO frequency shifts of the ad-

sorbed species with respect to gas phase CO molecule is

also small, 4–11 cm�1.

With the clarification of the location of RhðCOÞþ2
species in DAY zeolite, it became possible to determine

also the structure of less stable rhodium carbonyl species

in zeolite and to assign their IR frequencies [14]. Using
the same computational approach and structural mod-

els, we examined the assignment of the experimentally

observed weak IR band at 2093 cm�1 assumed to corre-
Fig. 2. Structure of the cationic rhodium dicarbonyl complex inside

DAY zeolite (a) determined by a combination of DF calculations, IR,

and EXASF measurements and (b) sketch showing the location of the

species inside a zeolite cavity.
spond to Rh(CO)+ species [37,38]. Our simulations sug-

gested that this band should be assigned to rhodium

carbonyl species which contain additional hydrogen lig-

ands, e.g. Rh(CO)(H2)
+ or RhðCOÞðHÞþ2 , whereas the

zeolite supported complex Rh(CO)+ is characterized

by the IR band observed at 2014 cm�1 [37], with a fre-
quency shift relative to dicarbonyl similar to the experi-

mental IR shift of the corresponding molecular Rh+

carbonyl complexes [39].

A similar strategy, combining spectroscopic and com-

putational information, was recently applied successfully

to study nickel (II) monocarbonyl [40] and dicarbonyl

[41] complexes grafted onto tridentate silica support.
3. Transition metal clusters with carbonyl ligands and

adsorbates

3.1. Effect on the cluster magnetism

Molecular ligands at TM clusters affect the structure,

electron distribution, and other electronic and magnetic
properties of the clusters [15,16,42]. Whereas bare nickel

clusters are magnetic [43–46], coordination of CO lig-

ands leads to a reduction the magnetism or even to a

complete quenching if all metal atoms are coordinated

by a sufficient number of ligands, e.g. [Ni6(CO)12]
2� or

[Ni48Pt6(CO)12]
n�. This ligand-induced change of the

magnetic moment can be rationalized by an analysis of

the orbital occupation in bare and ligated TM clusters.
Bare TM clusters exhibit a magnetic moment when the

(n–1)d manifold of the metal atoms is not completely

filled, e.g. in nickel clusters at the expense of a partially

filled ns level manifold. Coordination of the CO ligands

to the metal atoms is accompanied by a repulsive inter-

action of the CO 5r lone pair orbital with the extended

orbitals of the TM ns level manifold. Simultaneously,

back-donation occurs from filled (n � 1)d orbitals of
the metal with the 2p* antibonding MO of CO. When

CO ligands approach a metal cluster, cluster orbitals

of mainly ns character are destabilized first due to Pauli

repulsion because the spatial extension of ns-derived lev-

els is much larger than that of metal orbitals of the

(n � 1)d manifold [15]. Due to this repulsion, ns levels

of the metal are shifted above the Fermi level [15,47]

and the corresponding electrons end up in (n � 1)d or-
bitals; as a result, the open-shell character of the nd

manifold is reduced and the magnetic moment is partially

or completely quenched. This electron redistribution on

the metal atoms of the cluster entails formation of Me–

C bonds according to the well-known donation-back

donation mechanism. The Me–CO interaction is bond-

ing only when such electron redistribution occurs from

filled ns to empty (n � 1)d orbitals; it is repulsive if the
redistribution is restricted and the ns orbitals remain

filled [16].
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As example for the electronic interaction in a TM car-

bonyl cluster we present in Fig. 3 the density of states

(DOS) of the cluster Ni6ðCOÞ2�12 . The 5r lone pair orbit-

als of the CO ligands are considerably stabilized and not

shown in the figure. Due to the interaction with the 2p*
orbitals of CO, the 3d manifold of Ni is stabilized below
Fermi level eF, whereas the antibonding 2p* orbitals of

the CO ligands destabilized, and a substantial

HOMO–LUMO gap of more than 1 eV is formed. In

agreement with the discussion above, one can clearly

see that the Ni 4s manifold is pushed higher in energy,

in part even above the CO 2p* partial DOS.

Larger clusters which comprise more than one shell

of Ni atoms have been shown to retain some of their
magnetism, because the effect of CO ligand attachment

is localized essentially to the TM atoms in the surface

of the cluster [15,16,48].

3.2. Probing the charge of supported metal particles by

adsorbed CO

Chemical bonds of probe CO molecules on various
surfaces contain valuable information on both the mor-

phology and electronic state of the adsorption sites un-

der investigation. For adsorption complexes of CO

with metal oxide and zeolite substrates, part of this in-

formation can be conveniently extracted by examining

the frequency alteration of the fundamental carbonyl vi-

bration measured by IR spectroscopy [36,49]. In similar

fashion, CO can be utilized to probe the charge (oxida-
tion) state and the interfacial coordination chemistry of

TM species grafted on oxide surfaces or in zeolites. Or-
Fig. 3. Sketch of (a) the cluster [Ni6(CO)12]
2� and (b) its calculated

density of states.
ganometallic complexes with metal–carbon bonds

formed in these latter cases enable one to bridge the

gap between organic and coordination chemistry [50].

Electronic structure calculations often provide indispen-

sable reference data for quantifying the charge state of

supported or encaged TM particles via examination of
parameters of adsorbed CO probes.

Based on experimental data, very small TM species,

stabilized inside zeolite cavities, have been proposed to

exhibit electron enriched and electron deficient states

[51]. As an example for the value of computational

studies of this aspect, we mention DF investigations

of the cluster Pt4, in both neutral and electronically

modified form [17]. The species Ptþ4 has been chosen
to represent a metal particle interacting with an elec-

tron attracting zeolite host; likewise, Pt�4 has been

taken to model the effect of an electron donating host.

Adsorption of CO probe molecules at on-top, bridge,

and threefold hollow sites of the moieties

Pt4;Pt
þ
4 ; and Pt�4 has been studied to determine a rela-

tionship between the cluster charge and the C–O vi-

brational frequency shift Dx(CO). Furthermore, the
chemical effect of electron–donor and electron–accep-

tor species on the electronic structure of Pt4 clusters

and on adsorbed CO probes has explicitly been ac-

counted in the models XPt4CO (X = Na, Na+, NH3).

In line with experimental evidence, adsorbed CO probe

molecules were calculated to be rather sensitive to the

electronic state and the adsorption site of the Pt4 par-

ticles. Finally, a linear correlation between the effective
charge of the metal cluster and the adsorption-induced

vibrational frequency shift Dx(CO) was found for CO

adsorbed at on-top positions.

An IR band with very low frequency, Dx(CO) =

�186 cm�1, has been measured for terminal CO mole-

cules on Ptn species formed by decomposing the Chini

complex ½Pt3ðCOÞ3ðl-COÞ3�
2�
3 in NaX zeolite [52]. That

frequency shift was attributed to a negative charge of the
encapsulated platinum cluster, in good agreement with

the above mentioned correlation [17]. Note that combi-

nation of DF results [53] and vibrational spectroscopy

data for CO adsorption complexes with Pt species in

mordenite, assigned to be as small as monatomic moie-

ties [54] turned out to be electron-deficient.

A more sophisticated DF study [18] explicitly ad-

dressed the interaction of an Ir4 cluster with a zeolite
support, represented by a ring consisting of six O atoms

and six T (Si or Al) atoms facing the supercage of a fauj-

asite framework (Fig. 4). Changes in the electronic

structure of the metal cluster with respect to a free clus-

ter were again probed via bonding of a CO molecule to

the supported Ir4 species at the on-top site. Careful anal-

ysis of the C–O vibrational frequency, calibrated against

the charge borne by the bare Ir4 cluster, showed that the
interaction of the cluster with the zeolite induces elec-

tron donation from the support to the cluster, notable



Fig. 4. Most stable configuration of the cluster Ir4 supported on the

zeolite six-ring fragment [Al3Si3O6H12]
3�.
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through a somewhat enhanced red-shift of the C–O

stretching frequency. This conceptually noteworthy re-

sult can probably be generalized for other small lig-

and-free TM clusters interacting mainly with basic

oxygen atoms of zeolite and metal-oxide supports:

provided that such supported metal clusters can be

stabilized, they are expected to either be essentially
zero-valent or acquire a negative charge.

This assumption, namely stabilization of ligand-free

TM clusters in zeolites (and on other oxide supports)

under ambient conditions after decarbonylation of a

precursor TM cluster compound, has also been ques-

tioned in that combined examination of calculated DF

and measured EXAFS results [18]. For supported Ir4,

the metal–metal distance was calculated at about 250
pm, only a few pm longer than in a free Ir4 cluster,

but about 20 pm shorter than derived by EXAFS for

various zeolite-supported clusters assigned as Ir4. The

EXAFS distances characterizing the zeolite-supported

clusters are very similar to calculated and measured val-

ues for the coordinatively saturated cluster compound

Ir4(CO)12 which, in turn, is similar to the nearest-neigh-

bor distance of bulk Ir metal. This finding suggested that
the supported clusters, investigated with EXAFS spectr-

oscopy, were not entirely ligand free: at variance with

earlier assumptions, their formation by decarbonylation

of the parent Ir4(CO)12 did not proceed by simple, com-

plete removal of all CO ligands. This very important

conclusion is not unexpected in the light of the relatively

weak interaction, calculated for small ligand free metal

clusters on oxide support [8,9], so that they have to be
classified as essentially unsaturated and highly reactive.

On the other hand, the optimized structure of an unsup-

ported model clusters Ir4 with a single C atom as ligand

matches the EXAFS Ir–Ir distance, thus favoring the

hypothesis of a carbon impurity on zeolite-supported

clusters [18]. Very recently, for a well-characterized zeo-

lite-supported Rh6 cluster, a computational study dem-

onstrated that also reverse hydrogen spill-over from
hydroxyl groups of the zeolite framework may induce

metal–metal distances that are close to those of the cor-

responding bulk metal [55,56].
3.3. CO adsorption on nanosize clusters modeling metal

surfaces and supported catalysts

Now, we turn from TM carbonyl cluster compounds,

as they typically occur in cluster chemistry, to computa-

tional studies of adsorption systems with organometallic
bonds formed by CO molecules with notably larger TM

clusters. Such nanosize clusters with more than 50 atoms

are important for various reasons. For instance, as re-

cently demonstrated for the first time [19], with three-

dimensional nanocluster models one can reach cluster

size convergence for many chemical properties, even in-

cluding the adsorption energy on a metal surface – an

observable that is very sensitive to cluster size. Further-
more, such models [19–21] bring important insight into

the theoretical description of adsorption properties

and the reactivity of so-called supported model catalysts

which are notably less complex than industrial metal

catalysts on oxides [57,58].

Probe CO molecules at the (1 1 1) single-crystal sur-

face of Pd form typical surface organometallic bonds

[59]. Theoretical studies of such adsorption interactions
on metals are often based on the model cluster approach

[27], which allows one to accurately reproduce a variety

of observables. However, adsorption energies usually

show considerable variations with size and shape of

the cluster models [60,61].

To reach convergence, it was recently proposed to use

cluster models comprising of up to more than hundred

atoms, but terminated by low-index crystal planes [19];
these ‘‘nanocrystal’’ models can be chosen to exhibit

sufficiently large point group symmetry, with great com-

putational advantage. A series of octahedral clusters

Pd55–Pd146, with the geometry fixed as in Pd bulk, have

been calculated, focusing on the interaction of CO with

the threefold hollow sites on (1 1 1) facets of the clusters.

For this series of cluster models, it was examined how

different adsorption parameters vary with cluster size
and how these values of cluster models relate to adsorp-

tion properties of the corresponding site at the single

crystal surface Pd(1 1 1). Starting from Pd79, the calcula-

tions for the substrate models [19] yielded adsorption

energies per CO molecule which varied in a narrow in-

terval of 5 kJ mol�1. Thus, nanoscale models of about

80 Pd atoms no longer exhibit notable size effects for

the properties of adsorption complexes. This very im-
portant finding indicates that convergence of adsorption

energies on a TM single-crystal surface can be reached

with moderately large compact cluster models, termi-

nated by low-index crystal facets. Such models avoid

the drawbacks of conventional cluster models where

too many metal atoms at the boundaries are insuffi-

ciently coordinated [27] and they appear to represent

the polarizability of a metal surface with sufficient accu-
racy. Furthermore, the adsorption energy of CO from

‘‘converged’’ cluster models is essentially in quantitative



Fig. 5. Calculated DF GGA adsorption energies Eb(Pd–CO)

(kJ mol�1) and vibrational frequencies x(C–O) (cm�1) of CO mole-

cules adsorbed on various sites of Pd146.
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agreement with energies calculated from periodic slab

models, provided the same XC functional is used in both

calculations [19].

The calculated harmonic frequency x(C–O) � 1755

cm�1 [19] is about 4% smaller than the value of 1825

cm�1 measured at low CO coverage on Pd(1 1 1) [62].
Such a frequency underestimation is common for con-

temporary GGA XC functionals for bonds involving a

TM atom [63]. When the bonds under scrutiny are not

very weak, LDA geometries and vibrational frequencies

are often more accurate than GGA values; gradient-cor-

rected functionals often appear to ‘‘improve’’ only bind-

ing energies [63]. For systems such as CO/Pd featuring

organometallic bonds with heavy d-metal atoms, an
XC functional, that accurately represents both geometric

observables and energetics, is still to be constructed.

Carbon monoxide is not only a touchstone adsorbate

but also a key reagent in industrial syntheses over oxide-

supported TM catalysts [32]. For this reason, the

adsorption of CO on nanosize Pd particles was studied

theoretically and spectroscopically, by means of infrared

reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRAS) and sum fre-
quency generation (SFG) [20]. A DF approach was ap-

plied to three-dimensional crystallites of about 140 Pd

atoms. The model clusters were chosen as octahedral

fragments of the fcc bulk, exhibiting (1 1 1) and (0 0 1)

facets. Various types of adsorption sites were probed

by CO: threefold hollow, bridge, and on-top positions

at (1 1 1) facets; fourfold hollow and on-top sites at

(0 0 1) facets; bridge positions at cluster edges; on-top
positions at cluster corners and on single Pd atoms de-

posited at regular (1 1 1) facets. For a summary of se-

lected calculated results, see Fig. 5 [20]. Adsorption

properties of the relatively small regular cluster facets

(1 1 1) and (0 0 1) were calculated similar to those of

an infinite (1 1 1) Pd surface. However, the strongest

CO bonding was calculated for bridge positions at clus-

ter edges. The energy of adsorption on-top of low-coor-
dinated Pd centers (kinks) was also calculated larger

than that for on-top sites of (1 1 1) and (0 0 1) facets.

In that combined spectroscopic and computational

study [20], vibrational spectra of CO adsorbed on sup-

ported Pd nanocrystallites of different size and structure

(well-faceted and defect-rich) were measured using

IRAS and SFG and correlated with the theoretical re-

sults. For CO adsorption under UHV conditions, a
characteristic absorption in the frequency region 1950–

1970 cm�1 was observed, which in agreement with the

theoretical data were assigned to vibrations of bridge-

bonded CO at particles edges and defects. Based on

these calculated data, it was possible to interpret the ex-

perimentally observed differences in CO adsorption on

alumina-supported Pd nanoparticles of different size

and surface quality [20]. That study convincingly dem-
onstrated the power of modern dedicated theoretical

tools based on DF schemes. In combination with sophis-
ticated spectroscopic experiments, modern computa-

tional chemistry is able to provide insights into
structure and properties of complex materials, such as

model supported TM catalysts, and molecular surface

complexes featuring organometallic bonds.

Bimetallic nanoparticles are even more complex –

thus, more challenging for an accurate theoretical de-

scription – than monometallic species as just addressed.

Nevertheless, we were able to report very recently a first

DF investigation of the active component of novel Pd/
ZnO catalysts for methanol steam reforming [21]. Fo-

cusing on systems with low Zn concentrations, we stud-

ied a series of isostructural bimetallic cuboctahedral

nanoclusters Pd140, Pd132Zn8(0,8), Pd116Zn24(24,0),

Pd108Zn32(24,8), and Pd116Zn24(0,24) as local models

of the catalysts [21]. (Here, the numbers of Zn atoms

in the surface and sub-surface layers, respectively, are

given in parentheses; see Fig. 6 for example structures.)
The calculated average cluster cohesive energy was

found to decrease gradually with increasing number of

Zn atoms: each Zn atom destabilizes the cluster by

�100 kJ mol�1. CO probe molecules adsorbed at hollow

Pd3 sites of the (1 1 1) cluster facets (Fig. 6(a)), were

used to explore how the adsorption properties of bime-

tallic species change with respect to those of the refer-

ence cluster Pd140 [19]. Calculated CO adsorption
energies manifest a weakening of the adsorbate–sub-

strate organometallic bonds when Zn atoms are located

in the subsurface layer of the Pd140� nZnn clusters; how-

ever, Zn atoms in the surface layer affect the CO adsorp-

tion energy only marginally. No correlation was found

between calculated CO adsorption energies and



Fig. 6. Sketches of cuboctahedral nanoclusters: (a) representative

adsorption complex Pd140(CO)8; (b) Pd108Zn32(24,8), (c) Pd116Zn24-

(0,24). In parentheses are the numbers of Zn atoms in the surface and

sub-surface layers, respectively. For clarity, the first layer of one (1 1 1)

facet in panel b is depicted as a network of bonds only.
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vibrational C–O frequencies. This was traced back to

the different nature of these properties: binding energies
are global characteristics of adsorption systems whereas

vibrational frequencies are mainly determined by the lo-

cal environment of a site.
4. Bonding of atomic carbon with metal clusters

Thus far, we discussed systems featuring convention-
al organometallic TM–carbon bonds. However, other

TM–carbon interactions, namely those involving atomic
C species, are also of immediate interest for both organ-

ometallic chemistry and heterogeneous catalysis by met-

als. For instance, interstitial atomic carbon species

(among other main-group elements) are known to be of-

ten present in the metal core of metal cluster compounds

(see [15] and references therein). Furthermore, atomic
carbon moieties can be generated during catalytic trans-

formations of organic molecules and deposited on TM

particles as impurities, affecting the performance of a

catalyst or even poisoning it [64]. In the following, we

will exemplify theoretical efforts to rationalize structure

and properties of transition and noble metal clusters

containing atomic carbon.

4.1. Carbon centered clusters

Already in the beginning of the past decade, metal

cluster compounds with interstitial C atoms attracted

close attention of theoretical chemists working with

the first-principles methods. As an example, we mention

a series of LDA calculations of nickel carbonyl clusters

[15,65]. At that time, even such complicated systems as
octahedral main-group element centered gold cluster

compounds, featuring strong relativistic effects, became

accessible to accurate DF calculations [22]. It is worth

recalling the conclusions of relativistic LDA investiga-

tions regarding the central atom in the touchstone clus-

ter {[(R3P)Au]6C}
2+ [22]. First, C and Au orbitals

interact directly, stabilizing each other. Second, a formal

transfer of four electrons occurs from the fragment
½ðH3PÞAu�2þ6 into the C 2p orbitals which, together with

radial C–Au bonds, contributes to the stability of the

cluster compound due to electrostatic interaction be-

tween the negatively charged central C atom and the

positively charged Au6 shell.

A decade later, computational studies of much more

complex systems with carbon-centered polynuclear met-

al particles became possible. As an example, we mention
a DF GGA study of an Os5C cluster supported on reg-

ular sites and Vs and V2�
s defects of a MgO(0 0 1) surface

[23]. These models were chosen because small clusters on

MgO formed after complete decarbonylation of sup-

ported [Os5C(CO)14]
2� show, according to EXAFS

measurements [66], retention of the metal frame, includ-

ing a carbido C atom. The interaction of a Os5C cluster

with the support was calculated to range from very weak
(�60 kJ mol�1) at regular sites when basal Os atoms are

aligned with the nearest Osurf anions, via moderately

strong (�170 kJ mol�1) at V2�
s defect sites, to rather

strong (�470 kJ mol�1) at neutral Vs defects. Os–Os

bond distances were calculated to be about 30–50 pm

shorter than the values measured by EXAFS spectros-

copy – far outside the bounds of the generally accepted

inaccuracy of DF methods [3]. As discussed above for
other small TM clusters formed by decarbonylation of

metal carbonyl cluster precursors (see Section 3.2), this



Fig. 7. Cuboctahedral palladium nanoclusters with subsurface atomic

carbon species under each of their eight (1 1 1) facets: (a) Pd116C8 –

interstitial C in tetrahedral holes, (b) Pd79C8 – interstitial C in

octahedral holes, (c) Pd79C8(CO)8 – CO adsorbed on fcc sites with

subsurface C beneath. For clarity, the first layer of one (1 1 1) facet is

depicted as a network of bonds only.
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finding indicated that the Os5C clusters supported on

MgO powder are likely not entirely free of ligands or

other atomic impurities. The most plausible model of

TM clusters supported on powder MgO includes light-

atom ligands that are formed during decarbonylation;

they remain virtually undetectable with EXAFS and
are difficult to identify also by other spectroscopic

techniques.

4.2. Carbon impurities on Pd nanoparticles: adsorption

and diffusion subsurface

One should expect that TM-C bonds in carbon-cen-

tered clusters, as just addressed, and in TM nanoclusters
with atomic carbon impurities occupying surface or sub-

surface/bulk positions are very similar. A very recent DF

GGA study [24] dealt with surface/subsurface carbon

(and other light atoms) impurities in Pd nanoclusters;

it also considered the effect of such impurities on the ad-

sorption properties manifested by carbonyl probe mole-

cules adsorbed above subsurface impurities.

For this purpose, models were investigated with sin-
gle carbon atoms adsorbed at threefold hollow sites in

the center of each of the eight hexagonal (1 1 1) facets

of the cuboctahedral clusters Pd79 and Pd116 (Fig. 7)

[24]. For the cluster Pd79, the carbon atoms were also al-

lowed to ‘‘migrate’’ from their fcc surface hollow sites to

the interstitial octahedral (tetrahedral) hole sites under-

neath; similarly, migration of carbon to subsurface hcp

hole sites was modeled with the cluster Pd116. These
models provided insight into the relative stability of sur-

face and subsurface carbon species as well as the activa-

tion barriers for migration from surface to subsurface

positions. Structural relaxation of the Pd substrates

was accounted for, while Oh symmetry constraints were

maintained for computational efficiency.

The calculations showed that subsurface carbon spe-

cies occupying octahedral holes below the surface three-
fold fcc sites of the cluster Pd79 are almost isoenergetic

with adsorption complexes at fcc surface sites, with

binding energies Eb of 677 and 663 kJ mol�1, respectively

[24]; these very strongly bound impurities bear signifi-

cant negative charge of about �1e. The calculations

yielded a moderate activation barrier of �60 kJ mol�1

for diffusion of atomic carbon species from surface fcc

sites to octahedral subsurface sites. On the other hand,
carbon impurities in tetrahedral subsurface positions

of the cluster Pd116 (Eb = 559 kJ mol�1) were calculated

to be energetically disfavored relative to adsorption at

hcp sites at the cluster surface (Eb = 676 kJ mol�1).

The presence of subsurface carbido species in octahe-

dral holes significantly decreases the energy of CO ad-

sorption at surface sites directly above the impurities,

from 156 to 81 kJ mol�1; this reduction of binding ener-
gies can be mainly attributed to a local oxidation of Pd

centers by atomic carbon [24]. By the same token, the C–
O vibrational frequency of CO molecules adsorbed

above subsurface C impurities in Pd79 nanoclusters,

1831 cm�1, is notably larger than the stretching frequen-
cies computed on a structurally optimized carbon-free

cluster, 1755 cm�1 [24], and estimated within the same

computational approach for threefold hollow sites of a

clean Pd(1 1 1) surface, �1750 cm�1 [19].

Currently, this study of carbon impurities is extended

by examining the diffusion between various regular sites

and surface irregularities of palladium nanoclusters

[67].
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5. Conclusions and outlook

We provided a brief account of the research oppor-

tunities offered by modern high-level DF electronic

structure methods to address a variety of organome-

tallic chemistry problems of transition metal surface
complexes and clusters, mainly of interest in the

context of heterogeneous catalysis. As examples we se-

lected recent and older DF case studies related to the

following three issues: (i) supported carbonyl complexes

of rhenium on MgO and of rhodium in zeolites, (ii)

TM clusters with CO ligands and adsorbates, and (iii)

metal clusters exhibiting chemical bonds with atomic

carbon.
The first group of examples illustrated convincingly

the power of studies, which combine quantum chemical

and spectroscopic studies for determining structure and

location of organometallic complexes anchored on ox-

ides. These examples also promoted the concept that

surface groups of oxide supports are bonded to TM

complexes in the same way as common (poly-dentate)

ligands are bonded in coordination compounds.
The second group of examples demonstrated various

‘‘ligand effects’’ of TM clusters, e.g. how ligands affect

the magnetic moments of TM clusters, that the vibra-

tional fingerprint of adsorbed probe CO molecules cor-

relates with the charge of these clusters, and which

advantages the recently suggested three-dimensional na-

nocrystallites entail for modeling metal surfaces and

supported catalysts.
Finally, the third group of examples, addressing car-

bon atoms in either interstitial positions between metal

centers or as surface/subsurface impurities of TM clus-

ters, showed how carbido centers stabilize TM clusters

and modify the propensity for adsorption at the surface

of such clusters.

Most of the DF studies reviewed here dealt with ad-

sorption properties. In the future, we can certainly ex-
pect an increasing number of computational studies

devoted to quantifying the supported subnano- and na-

noparticles featuring organometallic bonds. As first

examples, we discussed the decarbonylation of

Re2(CO)10 over c-alumina [35] and the kinetics of sur-

face/subsurface diffusion of atomic carbon impurities

on Pd nanoclusters [24]. The synthesis of size-selected

supported transition and noble metal clusters [68] and
the amazing experimental study of reactions performed

on such well-characterized systems will undoubtedly

stimulate theoretical chemistry contributions. Finally,

we would like to mention two recent combined compu-

tational and experimental reactivity studies on size-se-

lected metal clusters, on acetylene trimerization over

subnanoscale Pd species supported on MgO [69] and

on CO oxidation by supported gold nanoparticles [70].
These studies are harbingers of even more fascinating

computational results on organometallic reactions of
supported metal species that we will undoubtedly see

very soon.
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